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Belmont Forensics Arts Society Finishes Second at the University of 
North Georgia Tournament 

BELMONT, N.C. (September 28, 2015) -- After a forty-six year dormancy, the Belmont Abbey College 
Forensics Arts Society resumed competition and senior John Young took second place in the novice 
division of the International Public Debate Association (IPDA) format of debate. After defeating strong 
competition from Middle Tennessee State University and Morehouse College in the elite eight and final 
four of the tournament, Young was to face the top seeded novice competitor from Valdosta State; 
however, based upon a squad decision, Young forfeited the final round so that the members of the team 
could make it to Sunday evening Mass in nearby Cummings, Georgia.  

In addition to Young’s success, other squad members also did very well in IPDA division of the 
tournament. Out of those represented in the IPDA division’s elite eight, Belmont Abbey had three: 
Young, Emily Wieck, and Mary Rose Stepnowski. Nicholas Otranto (sr.) was within one speaker point of 
advancing.  

Weick lost on a 2-1 decision to a debater from nationally ranked debate team Morehouse College and 
Stepnowski lost to the eventual tournament champion from Valdosta State University.  

Further, Stepnowski, Stephanie Lugo (so.) and Weick earned first, second, and third place debut speaker 
awards and second, third and fifth place novice speaking awards.  

Prior to the IPDA division, the squad entered competition on Friday and Saturday in the National 
Parliamentary Debate Association (NPDA) format that consists of two person teams preparing 
arguments in favor of or against a proposition in a limited time to present against another two person 
team from another college.   

In NPDA, the squad advanced two teams into the elite eight of the novice division out of seventeen 
teams: Wieck and Clare Woollen (fr.) as well as Young and Lugo. Wieck and Woolen lost to Middle 
Tennessee State University and Young and Lugo lost to the University of North Georgia.  

Additionally, Wieck earned first place debut speaker honors in the NPDA division. Stepnowski earned 
fifth place debut speaker honors and Lugo earned seventh place debut speaker honors, with strong 
overall finishes of second, fifth and eighth place recognition for excellent speaking in the novice division.  

The other three members of the squad traveling to the tournament – Hannah Glynn (so.) and Allison 
(Brooke) Keling (so.) –won debates against difficult competition including those representing: The 
University of Miami (FL), Morehouse College, Middle Tennessee State University, and Valdosta State 
University. 

The team next travels to the University of Kentucky October 9-12.  
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